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ABSTRACT 

In order to foster a sense of belonging in Hwa Chong, HCventures has come up with                

resources such as a card game, a set of posters, and a website. The card game will be                  

used to introduce the various founders, alumni, and locations of Hwa Chong, while the              

posters are to spread awareness of our package, and a QR code links readers to a                

one-stop website for information about places in our school (historical background) 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

 

● Our group has identified a critical problem in Hwa Chong students - a lack of               

sense of belonging to the school, mainly due to: 

○ Insufficient personal interaction with other batches and our alumni. 

○ Lack of common identity. Cheers are the only common identity shared           

throughout all cohorts, but the Upper Secondary students view it as           

irrelevant and not something that connected them with their juniors.  

○ Hectic timetables prevents seniors from meeting juniors and vice versa. 

● As such, we have focused our project to build a more conducive environment for              

seniors and juniors to interact, and heighten their sense of belonging to the             

school.  

 

1.2 Objective 

 

The objectives of the HCventures package are to 

● inculcate a sense of belonging to Hwa Chong, in alumni and present Hwa Chong              

students. 

● forge strong and long-lasting bonds between Hwa Chong students of different           

cohorts through interaction and knowledge about the school. 
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1.3 Target Audience 

 

The target audience are secondary one to four Hwa Chong students, and also Hwa              

Chong alumni. 

 

1.4 Resources 

 

The resource created is a package that consists HCventures card game and posters             

which contain fun facts about significant figures and places of Hwa Chong Institution.             

The posters also include a QR code and a link to our website which provides more                

in-depth information on the aforementioned places and people. 

 

           

 Fig. 1.1 Main page of the website      Fig. 1.2 Example of one of the posters 
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  Fig 1.3 Card game 
 

 

 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A contextual card deck based on Art History was developed and tested against the              

same theme of traditional game interface with buttons derived from Massively           

Multiplayer Online Games abilities. The results show that Card Games compared to            

Video Game's interface can help to simplify user's interaction while giving the player             

subjective information and content. Card players were faster and got a better general             

score in the game. Hence, Card-based Interfaces are helpful and can be used to build a                

faster and simple gameplay with a good learning process alongside.  

 

 

As for a sense of belonging, it changes student discipline and they misbehave less,              

Stanford researchers found. It also affects academic engagement, as certain students           

may think that they are less capable than their peers due to negative experiences. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Needs analysis 

 

A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the need and relevance of our resource              

package. First, a survey was conducted via Google Forms with a sample size of 52 Hwa                

Chong students. Majority of the respondents faced similar problems of feeling lost in our              

school culture initially as secondary one students. Based on their responses, we found             

that our resource package would benefit them. This affirms that there is a need for such                

a package to guide our freshmen.  

 

Next, we held an interview with Mrs Anuradha Boyanapalli, council mentor, to survey             

the viability of such a project.  

 

Mrs Anu’s comments  
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3.2 Survey results 
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     Feedback from respondents 
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3.3 Development of resources 

 

We researched on numerous websites, including NLB archives, for the information on            

our founders and our school. The information is then collated and transferred to our              

website and placed on our cards. The cards were then printed out and laminated.              

Furthermore, the posters and cards were created with online resources and both placed             

on our social media page. The website was created using online softwares. 

 

3.4 Pilot test 

 

A pilot test of the card game was conducted with various students and exchange              

students to test the effectiveness of our project. The participants learnt much from our              

game, and gave positive feedback.  

 

Feedbacks from the pilot test 

  

 Pilot test being carried out  
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4 OUTCOME & DISCUSSION 

 

We consulted Mr Tan Wei Jie, a GP teacher, from HCJC during one of the Be Better                 

Workshop. He informed us on various alumni activities hosted in HCJC to give us an               

idea on how to progress. 

 

After consultations with our mentor, guidance from Mr Tan Wei Jie Mark, and attending              

the Be Better challenge briefing, we decided to make our products more centered             

towards human needs, and thus designed our website to fit mobile devices. To increase              

awareness, we also created a social media page. 

 

Images of the posters and game cards were placed in that account. Nevertheless, there              

are shortcomings of our package such as the lack of diversified resources, and             

insufficient cards to fully encompass the rich history of Hwa Chong Institution.To            

counter this problem, our future plan is to include more places such as the different               

classroom blocks, and classrooms specially donated by our alumni. 

 

Other limitations of our project include the inability for our card games to be              

mass-produced for all students to experience it. This issue can be resolved if the school               

is willing to produce enough for the whole school to play, and cooperation between              

students and the school is also vital. Steps have been taken to improve this situation by                

having more publicity. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

 

It was an arduous but uplifting journey to design and create these products, facing a               

lack of resources and invested countless hours to uncover less-known facts about HCI             

forefathers. Nevertheless, this journey has proven to be fruitful in enriching ourselves            

with the vast history of our own school. This process has shaped a memorable              

experience, especially when we see our peers enjoying our game and learning from it.              

Particularly, we have acquired the skills of teamwork and communication, as some of             

our members did not actively participate.  
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